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Introduction 

When designing distributed real�time systems
(RTS) the reduction of time expenditures for carrying
out applied functions due to paralleling results in growth
of data transmission volumes in computer system net�
work. If the number of microprocessor stations in com�
puter system is specified then the volume of transmitted
data among the network stations depends on the follow�
ing factors – conditions of control object operation,
values of software module parameter, realizing applied
functions of RTS and constituting the main part of sys�
tem software load, software load station distribution.

The volume of data transmitted by network corre�
sponds to certain time expenditures which increase
completion time for carrying out the applied functions
of software load. Time expenditures for data network
transmission may be comparable with the time of
processors operation at carrying out software load mod�
ules. Therefore, when designing RTS the analysis of the
mentioned factors influence on the volume of network
transmitted data is of great importance for making solu�
tions at designing the structure of computer system net�
work.

Modern RTS are as a rule designed in a network
variant. The developer of distributed RTS when starting
the project feels a great uncertainty with respect to the
necessary set of various stations, their arrangement at
object territory, network topology, being capable to
transmit the data between the stations in time, software
load station distribution. These problems are intercon�
nected but there are no methods of their joint solution.
Therefore the problem of determining a number of sta�
tions is solved independently after that the variant of
network topology is accepted manually and then the

problem of software load station distribution is solved
more often by criteria of minimal network load [1, 2].

For many other supplements unbound with hard
RTS design (automatization of design and scientific
works, control of manufacturing etc.) the number of
stations and network topology are predetermined by an
object and accepted as the specified. In these cases the
problem of software load distributing over network sta�
tions and obtaining the plan of resources use become
the main ones. Many operations are known in which the
problem of obtaining the plan of resources use is stated
as nonlinear problem of mathematical programming
with Boolean variables, for example [1]. Such problems
may be solved using linearization technique but as it was
mentioned in [1] for distributing 25 program modules
over 15 stations the linear problem for 2500 variables
and 8000 restrictions occurs.

Both problems concerning distributed RTS are stat�
ed in [2]. The problem of distributing the number of sta�
tions and their positioning in [2] is stated as the problem
of linear programming but for the territory of stations
positioning represented by a mesh with dimension
20×50 the number of variables achieves one million.
The problem of obtaining the plan of resources use in
[2] is stated as nonlinear problem of mathematical pro�
gramming with Boolean variables for two variants of
network topology.

Besides large dimension of the problems the main
disadvantage of such approaches is in the fact that when
solving the problem of obtaining the plan of resources
use the network topology is accepted as specified. If the
network topology is discounted by means of additional
variables introduction then there is unacceptable prob�
lem for solving.
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The significant disadvantage is also the fact that
conditions of control object operation such as condi�
tions of output data supply and correspondingly
processes starting, conditions of updating output data
state, selection rules of output data states at their trans�
mitting among the processes are not taken into account.
The listed conditions influence directly the volume of
data transmitted in network.

Following the module design technology of distrib�
uted RTS [3] another approach to solving the con�
cerned problems is suggested. In this approach the con�
ditions of object operation are reflected to the model of
software load and discounted at determination of data
minimal volume transmitted among the stations. The
problem of determining network topology is solved for
the obtained data volume by the criteria of minimal
time expenditures for data transmission among the net�
work stations. This problem is especially important at
designing hard RTS. To determine the number of sta�
tions the technique described in [4] is used. In this case
all problem statements have the dimension acceptable
for practical application.

The main purpose of investigations presented in the
given paper is come to the fact that for the specified
conditions of object operation, software load model and
number of stations to represent the conditions of object
operation to the model of software load and determine
the data volume which is required for transmission
among the stations at RTS operation. In this case the
problem of distributing software load over the stations is
stated as the problem of graph cutting on minimally
connected subgraphs. In the given paper the quality
estimation for the variants of cutting is determined and
boundary of this estimation is introduced.

The investigations are carried out in the conditions
when the model of software load is presented in the
form of data flow graph (DFG) realizing applied func�
tions of designed RTS [3]. In DEG there are two types
of vertices – fragments of algorithms (modules) and
variables (data). Arcs of the graph connect modules and
data and indicate the relations of modules to one or
another data consuming and forming.

Analysis of resource consuming conditions 

When planning resources use the stations are consid�
ered as objects giving resources such as processors and
storage. Objects of consuming these resources are the
vertices of DEG – data and modules. Availability of
resources and their consuming is estimated at a certain
time interval called the simulation run. The value of time
interval of simulation run is selected so that the period
(regeneration cycle [1]) given for a single performance for
any applied function of RTS can set in it integer times.
For example if regeneration cycles for applied functions
of RTS correspond to the segments {kt}={2,3,5,10} then
simulation run is accepted as equal to the least common
denominator t *=30 or to the value μt *, μ=2,3,... .

The problem of planning is in the fact that to indi�
cate concrete stations which resources are used by all

objects of DFG (data, modules, programs). Storage
budget is used at data assignment to the station. Module
in general case may be assigned to two stations – mod�
ule operation, loading the processor of one station and
module program occupying the storage of another one.

To simplify the problem let us consider that module
operation and program always consume resources of
only one station. In this case modules and data become
the objects of resources consuming that is obviously
reflected by DFG. It is accepted also that data as mod�
ules can not be separated in parts that is they are
assigned fully to the stations resources. Thus, the prob�
lem of planning comes to the problem of module and
data distributing over the stations.

For module and data distributing it is necessary to
specify the volume of consumed resources for them. Let
us estimate the processor resource by the time which is
given for module performance in one simulation run.
Appropriately for each module fm∈F, m=1,2,...,M the
processor time consumed by module for one simulation
run is τmρm. Here τm is the time of module performance,
and ρm is the frequency of module fm performance in one
simulation run.

The storage of i station assigned for the DFG com�
ponents storing is noted by Pi, i=1,2,...,n. Input and
output data, module programs and intermediate data
formed and consumed by modules are in storage. Input
and output data dq∈D,, q=1,2,...,Q require storage pq for
placing and updated according to the receipt and regen�
eration cycle. Module programs require storage pm and
occupy it during the whole simulation run.

Intermediate data are divided into types. Datum
dq∈D the modes of which are updated after each per�
formance of producer module and require storage at the
rate of pq are referred to the first type. The second type
corresponds to the situation when several modes of
datum dq∈D obtained according to the specified rule of
mode attachment should be stored [3]. The presence of
data user with a certain set of modes for a module at input
assumes the possibility of selection of certain modes from
this set. When developing DFG the rules of updating with
modes attachment should be coordinated with the rules
of selection. The rules of selection often dictate the
necessity of using the certain rules of attachment. The sit�
uation when the number of attached stations exceeds the
number of modes obtained by the module per one simu�
lation run is also possible. In all these cases datum dq∈D
for which the rule of attachment bq modes is determined
requires storage in the rate of bqpq.

Construction of information graph 

for software load model 

The volume of data transmitted by DFG arcs (dq,fm)
and (dm,fq) is computed for one simulation run and
accepted as arcs weights of information graph. For solv�
ing the problem of module and data distributing it does
not matter in what direction the data are transmitted to
the module or from it. Therefore, on the basis of DFG
the information graph with the vertex matrix A=||aqm||

Q×M
,
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aqm=1, may be constructed if the datum dq is incident to
the module fm, aqm=0, if not.

The weight rqm of the arc (dq,fm) depends on storage pq

rate occupied by the datum dq, frequency of datum dq

transmission over the arc (dq,fm) and number of attached
modes. The frequency of datum transmission over the
arc (dq,fm), incident to the module fm equals to the fre�
quency of this module ρm performance in simulation
run. The rules of attachment and selection define the
number of modes cqm of the datum dq transmitted over
the arc (dq,fm).

On the basis of the matrix A, values pqρm numbers of
transmitted modes cqm the weight matrix is constructed
R=||rqm||

Q×M
. Its elements are determined by the expres�

sion

(1)

The example of DFG containing 5 modules and 9
data is shown in Fig. 1. In DFG data dq are numbered in
circles, fm modules numbers are put down by the planks.
The number at the arc defines the frequency of data
transmitted over it per one simulation run. Near input
data the conditions of their receipt are specified for
example Ц (2). Here in brackets the number of receipt
and starting cycles steps of a proper process is specified.
Numbers arranged near circles specify the number of
regeneration cycles steps.

Fig. 1. The example of DFG

DFG in Fig. 1 contains 4 processes [3]. Three of
them are started cyclically by the conditions of receipt
of Ц(1), Ц(5) and Ц(2) and corresponding regeneration
cycles: 1, 5, 2. The forth process is started by signal B
with specified expectancy of receipt and forms the out�
put signal in group k–1. It follows from Fig. 1 that the
necessity of storage and transmission of more than one
data mode appears in two cases. Module f3 is started
after module f1 has being functioned 5 times. By this
moment 5 modes of datum d4 which enters the output of
module f3 will be obtained. Similarly module f4 is started
after 2 modes d5 have being obtained. Therefore, in
matrix C the elements of which determine the number
of transmitted modes, Fig. 2, it is reflected that all data
are transmitted by one mode excluding two stated cases.

One of five modes enters to the input of module f5 from
datum d4 that is determined by the rules of selection.

Fig . 2. The example of matrices C and R construction

Intermediate datum d6 refers to the first type, that is,
it is regenerated after module f2 functioning. The
dimensions of data pq are given to the right of matrix C
and the data of modules performance frequency com�
puted in terms of simulation run accepted as equal tacts
are given below. The elements of matrix R, Fig. 2, are
determined by the expression (1).

Forming the plan of station resources use 

To solve the problem of modules and data station
resource distribution we have informational graph form
of software load model. For this model the volumes of
consumption by modules of processor time in the rate of
ρmτm, storage for data storing in the rate of bqpq and mod�
ule programs in the rate of pm as well as data rqm volumes
transmitted over the graphs arcs per one simulation run
are determined. The performance criterion of problem
solving is finding the variant of module and data station
distribution delivering minimal total data volume trans�
mitted in local network. In terms of titled criterion at
solving the problem it is important that modules and
data among which a great volume of information is
transmitted were distributed to one station. Therefore,
problem solution should be so that total data volume
transmitted over arcs connecting modules and data
arranged in different stations was minimal. Such solu�
tion corresponds to the known problem of graph cutting
on minimally connected parts [5].

In respect to the considered problem of modules and
data distribution we have the information graph for the
model of software load in the form of bipartite weighted
graph G=(D,F,R), where D is the set of data vertices
D={dq} with indication of dimension of required storage
bqpq for each dq∈D; F is the set of module vertices F={fm}
with indication of value of consumed processor time
ρmτm for each fm∈F; R is the matrix of transmitted data
volumes among graph vertices.

Let us denote the sum of edge attachment weights
Sij of the parts Gi=(Di,Fi,Si) and Gj=(Dj,Fj,Sj) of the 

graph G by the value Here sqm is the rib of

graph G, connecting vertices dq and fm; Sij is the set of ribs
connecting vertices one of which belongs to the part Gi,
and the second one belongs to the part Gj. The size of
parts Gj is determined by station resources according to
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the storage Pi and processor time Ti, which can not
exceed the simulation run. By the agreed notations the
problem of cutting graph G per n parts Gi, i=1,2,...,n is
written as:

(2)

(3)

(4)

Graph G is cut per n parts by the number of comput�
er system stations. In this case the conditions should be
fulfilled:

(5)

Fulfillment of ratios (5) stipulates the possibility of
solving the problem (2)–(4) that is computer system
resources should be enough for distributing all graph
vertices subject to the values by storage and processor
time parameters. As a rule values Pi and Ti are specified
with a certain assurance factor.

Estimation of data volume transmitted 

in the network for the accepted plan of resources use 

The presence of matrix R allows estimating the solu�
tions of the problem on graph G cutting that corre�
sponds also to the estimating the solution of the prob�
lem on modules and data station distribution. Let us
consider the distribution problem as the partition prob�
lem of the set V vertices of the information graph G into
subsets of vertices Vi. Let us denote the variant of parti�
tion w among the variety of possible variants W by the
combination {Vi}w of the vertices sets Vi. The set of ribs
Sw=�Sij corresponds to the variant w∈W Sw=�Sij, where
Sij is the set of ribs connecting vertices from sets Vi and
Vj of partition {Vi}w. Thus, the total volume of the data
transmitted over the network per one simulation run for
the variant of partition {Vi}w, is amounted to rw, 

We obtain value rw for the variant of mod�

ules and data two stations distributions for the example
of DFG (Fig. 1). Let us use the rule of selecting vertex
dq with maximal sum weight of incidence ribs rq

*, 

as the initial vertex for set formation.

For our example rq
* corresponds to the vertex d5 that

is the sum of weights of the 5th line of matrix R (Fig. 2).
Value r5

*=80 units of volume. Therefore vertex d5 and
vertices (modules) f1 and f4 connected with it are includ�
ed into the formed set that is distributed to one station.
Vertices d1,d6,d8 are included in the same set. Sets V1 and
V2 are connected by ribs Sw=S1,2={(d4,f1),(d6,f5),(d6,f2)} at
such modules and data distribution. Therefore, the vol�
ume of transmitted data rw amounts to 32 units. Let us
observe that rather obvious variant of partition shown in

Fig. 1 includes two ribs S'w=S'1,2={(d5,f4),(d4,f5)} and gives
the estimation r'w=r'1,2=42 units. This estimation is con�
siderably worth than the estimation rw=32 units.

Let us introduce the estimation of sets compactness
for estimating vertex partition of information graph
G=(V,R) into subsets Vj, j=1,2,...,n. Let us estimate
compactness of subset Vj by value Rj equal to the sum of
ribs weights connecting vertices of this subset. Then 

value Rw, may be used for estimating com�

pactness of partition variant {Vi}w. Estimations Rw and rw

of partition {Vi}w are interconnected – increasing esti�
mation Rw corresponds to decreasing estimation rw.

Let us name the variant of partition {Vj
*}w which cor�

responds to the maximal estimation Rw
* by compact par�

tition (C�partition). To obtain partitions the algorithm
proposed in [4] may be used. The given algorithms allow
obtaining the partitions {Vj}w with local optimum of
value Rw. Such partitions are named local compact par�
titions (LC�partitions). Therefore when using the given
algorithms it is very important to have the opportunity
to estimate the closeness of the obtained LC�partition to
C�partition. For this purpose we propose to enter a cer�
tain compactness bound R0 which ideally may be
obtained by C�partition. Such bound is calculated in
terms of supposition about the fact that each vertex
vi∈V, i=1,2,...,z in ideal partition occurs in set Vj

* with
maximum possible compact estimation. According to
this supposition let us form the set Vi, |Vi|=|Vj

*| with max�
imum possible compact bound Ri for each vertex vi∈V.
Then the compactness bound R0 is determined by the
expression:

Bound R0 is the upper one for estimating Rw
* of C�

partition that is among the bounds the following condi�
tion should be fulfilled

(6)

In ideal case when the above mentioned supposition
is fulfilled the given bounds may coincide. It means that
the ideal C�partition occurs. It is characterized by the
fact that it is impossible to construct sets Vi≠Vj

*, vi∈Vi,
|Vi|=|Vj

*| with compactness bound better than for set Vj
*

for the vertices vi∈Vj
*.

It is not difficult to proof the condition (6). Let us
use Fig. 3 for this purpose. One of the sets Vj

* of C�par�
tition {Vj

*}w containing 5 vertices, μj=5 is presented in
Fig. 3.

Sets Vi which are conventionally showern in Fig. 3
by the curved lines passing through the corresponding
vertices are constructed for each vertex. Let us denote
the estimation of set Vi compactness by the value Rij.
Estimation Rij corresponds to the best compactness esti�
mation of set Vi including vertex vi, that is Rij≥Rj

*. It fol�
lows from the fact that estimation Rij can not be less than
as Rj

* when forming set Vi there is always a possibility to
form Vi=Vj

* and then the estimation Rij=Rj
*.
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Fig. 3. Illustration to the proof of condition (6)

It follows from Fig. 3 that all Vi≠Vj
* therefore, esti�

mations Rij exceed Rj
*. It follows from this that five sets

averaged estimation also exceeds estimation Rj
* that is 

Averaged estimations for other sets Vj
* of

C�partition {Vj
*}w are obtained by the similar expression 

Then for all sets Vj
*, 

may be written. Taking into account that nμj=z we
obtain the condition (6), 

Conclusion

Information graph obtained as a result of analyzing
the conditions of object functioning gives full idea about
data transmission among graph vertices in one simula�
tion run. It allows obtaining the estimations on network
load of computer system depending on plans of
resources use which are determined by the variants of
vertex partition of information graph. Presence of such
estimations allows making decisions on correcting the
conditions of software load functioning (conditions of
starting the processes, data regeneration and selection)
and structure of computer system network.

The possibility of obtaining the bound has a great
cognitive meaning at investigating C�partitions and
practical meaning at solving the problem of minimizing
the data transmission volumes. So after LC�partition
has being obtained its bound departure and C�partition
departure with a certain inaccuracy may be estimated. If
the departure is great then it makes sense to continue
searching another LC�partition with better estimation.
Besides, if the estimation of this partition coincides with
the bound then the ideal C�partition occurs.
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